GIANT FINISHING, INC.

GIANT BATCH BOWL SERIES

FEATURES
HEAVY DUTY BOWL & BASE
POLYURETHANE LINING
TUNED COIL SPRING SUSPENSION
DROP-ON WEIGHT SEGMENTS
ADJUSTABLE AMPLITUDE FLYWHEEL
MEDIA DISCHARGE DOOR
REMOVABLE CAST DRAIN PLUG
CAPACITY 3 TO 40 CUBIC FEET

OPTIONAL FEATURES
AUTOMATIC GREASE SYSTEM
LOW PH PACKAGE
BOWL DIVIDERS
SUSPENDED SOUND SUPPRESSOR COVER
AIR DOOR
ELECTRONIC VARIABLE DRIVE SYSTEM
DIGITAL TACHOMETER

263 RICHERT ROAD | WOOD DALE | ILLINOIS
PH: 708-343-6900 FX: 708-343-6920
WWW.GIANTFINISHING.COM